The weak order polytope P n WO is the polytope in R n(n?1) whose vertices correspond to the members of the family of re exive weak orders on f1; 2 : : : ; ng when each coordinate of R n(n?1) is associated with a di erent ordered pair (i; j) of distinct points in f1; 2; : : : ; ng. The vertex w that corresponds to weak order W has w (i;j) = 1 if i -j in W and has w (i;j) = 0 otherwise, with P n WO the convex hull of all such w. The paper focuses on facet-de ning inequalities, vertex adjacency and symmetries. We relate P n WO to the theories of probabilistic choice and preference aggregation, prove a basic lifting lemma that carries facet de ning inequalities for P n WO into P n+1 WO , identify complete sets of facet-de ning inequalities for n 4, give a complete account of vertex adjacency and extended transitive orientations, determine all symmetries of P n WO , and note how the polytope relates to the linear ordering and partition polytopes on f1; 2; : : : ; ng.
1. Introduction. The present study explicates structural aspects of the weak order polytope P n WO for n 2. The vertices of P n WO represent members of the family of re exive weak orders -on n = f1; 2; : : : ; ng. Our motivation is threefold. The rst aspect is the pre-eminence of weak orders in theories of preference, comparative probability, and social choice as represented during the past century by de Finetti (1937) , von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944) , Arrow (1963) , Savage (1954) , Anscombe and Aumann (1963) , Fishburn (1970 Fishburn ( , 1973 and Wakker (1989) . The second is probabilistic preference and choice theory pioneered by Thurstone (1927) and popularized by Marschak (1960) with later contributions by Dridi (1980) , McFadden and Richter (1990) , Cohen and Falmagne (1990) , Gilboa (1990) , McLennan (1990) , Fishburn (1992) , Leung and Lee (1994) and Koppen (1995) , among others. The third aspect is the development of the theory of polytopes during the past two decades for families of binary relations as an aid to understanding and analyzing problems in mathematical programming and combinatorial optimization. The most relevant contributions to polytope theory for the present study include the analyses of linear ordering polytopes by Young (1978) , Reinelt (1985) , Reinelt (1985a, 1985b) , Suck (1992) , Reinelt (1993) , Koppen (1995) , Bolotashvili, Girlich, and Kovalev (1996) and Christof and Reinelt (1997b) , the work on partition polytopes (also known as clique partitioning polytopes) by Wakabayashi (1990a, 1990b) , Chopra and Rao (1995) , Oosten, Rutten, and Spieksma (1995) and Bandelt, Oosten, Rutten, and Spieksma (1998) , and investigations of weak order polytopes by Gurgel and Wakabayashi (1996) .
We begin with a discussion of binary relations and associated polytopes, follow this by an outline of ensuing sections, and conclude the introduction with comments on probabilistic preferences and social choice. Throughout, n = f1; : : :; ng, n 2, each coordinate of R n(n?1) is identi ed with a distinct member of f(i; j) : i; j 2 n; i 6 = jg, and x ij or x (i;j) denotes the value of x 2 R n(n?1) on that coordinate. An ordered partition of n is a tuple (A 1 ; : : : ; A m ) of nonempty and mutually disjoint subsets of n whose union equals n. Given a binary relation -on n, we de ne its induced relations , and k on n by i j if i -j and not (j -i) i j if i -j and j -i i k j if not (i -j) and not (j -i): A binary relation -on n is a preorder if it is re exive (i i) and transitive (i -j and j -k ) i -k), a partial order if it is an antisymmetric (i j ) i = j) preorder, a weak order if it is a complete (i -j or j -i for all i; j) preorder, and a linear order if it is a complete partial order. A linear order -is often identi ed with the permutation i 1 i 2 : : : i n of n for which i 1 i 2 : : : i n . When B is an ordering relation on n, we sometimes express \i B j" by \i -j in B", \i B j and not (j B i)" by \i j in B", and so forth. In this notation, i j in W 1 and j i in W 2 simply say that i and j are ordered inversely in W 1 and W 2 .
In decision theory, i -j could mean that i is not preferred to (is not more probable than, is not socially more acceptable than) j. With the inverse of , i j indicates that i is strictly preferred to j; i j that i and j are equally valued; and i k j that i and j are incommensurable or incomparable. Weak orders, for which k is empty, have been used extensively in decision theory and economic analysis. When -on n is a weak order, is an equivalence relation that partitions n into equivalence classes A 1 ; : : : ; A m which, when linearly ordered as A 1 A 2 : : : A m by the natural extension of to subsets, associates a unique ordered partition (A 1 ; : : :; A m ) to -. This gives a bijection between the set of weak orders on n and the set of ordered partitions of n. It also induces a correspondence from the set of partitions of n onto the family of weak orders in which m! ordered partitions or weak orders corresponds to an m-part partition.
Let B denote a family of binary relations on n. We assume that all B 2 B are re exive, or all are irre exive, so that the relationship of every i to itself is unambiguously uniform. The polytope of B is the convex hull P n B of the set fx(B) : B 2 Bg where, for all ordered pairs (i; j) of distinct points in n,
x(B) ij = 1 if i B j 0 otherwise: The vector x(B) is the characteristic vector of relation B. No such vector is a convex combination of other characteristic vectors, so fx(B) : B 2 Bg is the vertex set of P n B . When B is the family of all weak orders on n, P n B is the weak order polytope P n WO ; when B is the family of linear orders on n, P n B is the linear ordering polytope P n LO . The linear ordering polytope P n LO is a face of the weak order polytope P n WO .
Linear ordering polytopes have been studied extensively, but partial order and weak orders polytopes have not. References that supplement those given earlier include Arditti (1976) , Suck (1995 ), M uller and Schulz (1996 and Fiorini (1998) for P n PO , Fishburn (1999) for polytopes of a subclass of weak orders called self-re ecting signed orders, Suck (1995) and Schulz (1995) for interval orders polytopes, Gr otschel et al. (1985a) and Leung and Lee (1994) for polytopes of directed graphs, Fischetti (1991) for the asymmetric traveling salesman polytope, and Doignon and Regenwetter (1997) for polytopes associated with approval voting (Brams & Fishburn, 1983) .
A simpli cation of P n B occurs when every B 2 B is symmetric (i B j ) j B i or x(B) (i;j) = x(B) (j;i) ) by replacing the pair of coordinates for (i; j) and (j; i) by a single coordinate for fi; jg. The most extensive member of this class is the graph polytope P n GR . Each vertex of P n GR in R ( n 2 ) represents a simple graph G = (n; E) whose edge set E is a subset of ffi; jg : i; j 2 n;i 6 = jg. Vertex x(G) in P n GR has x(G) fi;jg = 1 if fi; jg 2 E 0 otherwise:
Note that P n GR is the unit hypercube in R ( n 2 ) . Other (by far less trivial !) examples are the symmetric traveling salesman polytope (Fischetti, 1995; Naddef & Pochet, 1998) and the partition polytope or clique partitioning polytope P n PA (Gr otschel & Wakabayashi, 1990a , 1990b Chopra & Rao, 1995; Oosten et al., 1995; Bandelt et al., 1998) . Each vertex of P n PA represents the complement of a complete m-partite graph, 1 m n, or the equivalence relation of an m-part partition whose equivalence classes are the parts of the partition.
The weak order and partition polytopes for n are related by the a ne map ip : R n(n?1) ! R ( n 2 ) de ned by ip (x) fi;jg = x ij + x ji ? 1;
(1) which projects P n WO onto P n PA . Under this a ne projection, called the induced partition projection, the preimage in P n WO of the vertex in P n PA for 5 partition fA 1 ; A 2 ; : : : ; A m g is the convex hull of the m! vertices in P n WO for the ordered partitions (A j 1 ; A j 2 ; : : :; A jm ), and is a nely equivalent to P m LO . More generally, the preimage in P n WO of any face of P n PA , i.e., the set of points in P n PA satisfying with equality a linear inequality that is valid for P n PA , is a face of P n WO . We discuss this further in Section 2. The dimension dim(P) of polytope P is the cardinality of a maximum subset of the polytope whose points are a nely independent, minus one. A facet of P is a face of dimension dim(P)?1 and a ridge is a face of dimension dim(P)?2. It is well known that dim(P n LO ) = ? n 2 , so each facet of the linear ordering polytope has dimension ? n 2 ? 1. Similarly, dim(P n WO ) = n(n ? 1), so each of its facets has dimension n(n ? 1) ? 1. The codimension of a face F of polytope P is de ned by codim(F) = dim(P) ? dim(F) ? 1. Facets are faces of codimension 0 and ridges are faces of codimension 1.
A fundamental theorem of polytopes (e.g., Ziegler, 1995, p. 29) implies that every polytope P has an equivalent characterization by a nite system of linear inequalities of the form ha; xi b, where a is a coe cient vector in the space R N that includes P, ha; xi denotes inner product, and b 2 R.
When the members of such a system are indexed by u = 1; : : : ; U, we have
fx 2 R N : ha u ; xi b u g:
If dim(P) < N, certain inequalities jointly reduce to equalities, such as x ij + x ji = 1 for P n LO . The inequalities that remain in a minimum set that characterizes P and that do not jointly reduce to equalities will be facet-de ning inequalities whose equality parts ha; xi = b identify subspaces fx : ha; xi = bg R N that include facets. Reinelt and others have established 6 a great variety of facet-de ning inequalities for linear ordering polytopes that include all such inequalities for n 7.
Because dim(P n WO ) = n(n ? 1), there is no equality for weak order polytopes and only facet-de ning inequalities, or FDI 's for short, are sought for.
The FDI's for weak orders that follow directly from x ij (-) 2 f0; 1g, completeness and transitivity are: for all x 2 P n WO and all distinct i; j; k 2 n,
x ij + x jk ? x ik 1; (4) with x ij 0 by the rst two inequalities. The rst two inequalities completely characterize P 2 WO . We prove later that all three completely characterize P 3 WO but are insu cient for n = 4.
The next section of the paper includes an elementary proof of dim(P n WO ) = n(n ? 1), establishes the lifting lemma which shows that every FDI for P n WO extends in a straightforward way to an FDI for P n+1 WO , and comments further on the relationship between weak order and partition polytopes. Section 3 presents previously known facet-de ning inequalities together with our results for FDI's, including a complete set for n = 4. The paper's Appendix details the completeness proof for n = 3, which makes it evident that similar proofs for n 4 are feasible only with computer assistance. We used the porta program, developed by Christof (1996) , to double-check the n = 3 result and to discover all FDI's for n 4. Section 4 o ers a combinatorial description of the vertex-adjacency relation of P n WO and relates this to transitive orientations of a generalized graph with two types of edges and a 7 betweenness relation. The avor of Section 4 is conveyed by the result that distinct vertices w 1 and w 2 of P n WO are adjacent if and only if the incompatibility graph of the associated weak orders is`uniquely extended transitively orientable'. Section 5 concludes the paper with a characterization of combinatorial symmetries of P n WO .
We conclude our introduction with connections to decision theory, where it has been customary to consider the probability p ij for i 6 = j that i is strictly preferred to j (i j) or that i will be chosen over j in a choice between the two. Although p ij usually applies to an individual's preferences or choices between decision alternatives, it is relevant also to social choice where it could denote the proportion of individuals in a group who favor i over j. The p ij are known as binary choice probabilities, and fp ij : i; j 2 n;i 6 = jg is a binary probability system.
It is often assumed that p ij + p ji = 1, which could indicate that an individual is never indi erent between two alternatives, or that a de nite choice is always required between i and j, or that every individual in a group expresses a preference for i over j or j over i in a comparison between them. However, it may be more natural to assume only p ij + p ji 1 to allow for expressed indi erence, refusal to make a de nite choice between i and j, or abstentions in binary votes.
Three restrictions on binary choice probabilities for distinct indices are
The third restriction is the triangle inequality for a binary probability system. Unlike the rst two restrictions, it is vulnerable to refutation by individual choice or voting data and should be viewed as a testable assumption. This could also be said of p ij +p ji = 1 when it is presumed instead of p ij +p ji 1. The natural connection between binary choice probabilities and our interpretation of x ij is speci ed by p ij = 1 ? x ji : (5) Given (5), the displayed restrictions on p in the preceding paragraph are identical to (2){(4), and p ij +p ji = 1 is tantamount to the equations x ij +x ji = 1 for the linear ordering polytope. For the weak order polytope, (x ij ; x ji ) = (1; 0), or i j, corresponds to (p ij ; p ji ) = (0; 1); (x ij ; x ji ) = (1; 1), or i j, corresponds to (p ij ; p ji ) = (0; 0).
A central question addressed by Marschak (1960) and others for binary probability systems is: what must be true of a binary probability system so that there exists a probability distribution on the set L of linear orders on n for which
L 2 L and i j in Lg for all distinct i and j ? The question is motivated by the choice model in which a member of L is randomly chosen according to some probability distribution and the relationship between i and j in the chosen L is then revealed. The answer is that such a exists if and only if the x that corresponds to p by (5) is in P n LO . Equivalently, because (1; : : : ; 1) ? x is in P n LO if and only if x 2 P n LO , there exists such a if and only if p 2 P n LO . Hence all FDIs for P n LO apply directly to the binary probability system. The situation for p ij + p ji 1 is similar except for the nal duality observation. In particular, with W the set of weak orders on n, there exists a probability distribution on W for which 2. Dimension, lifting lemma and relation to the partition polytopes. This section establishes two basic results on weak order polytopes and discusses further how weak order polytopes are related to partition polytopes. We rst quickly show that the weak order polytopes are fulldimensional. Then we prove that trivial lifting of facet-de ning inequalities applies to weak order polytopes. Trivial lifting lemmas were established for other families of polytopes, e.g., for the linear ordering polytopes (Gr otschel et al., 1985a; Reinelt, 1985) and for the partial order polytopes (Suck, 1995; Fiorini, 1998) . They are fundamental tools for understanding the facets of these polytopes. The trivial lifting lemma for P n WO simply says that a FDI for P n WO , considered as an inequality in R (n+1)n , de nes a facet of P n+1 WO . Gurgel and Wakabayashi (1996) state and prove a weak version of the trivial lifting lemma for the weak order polytopes. Their result is slightly less general than Theorem 1 because it needs an extra hypothesis on the facet being lifted. We also continue the investigation begun in Section 1 on the properties of the projection which a nely maps the weak order polytope P n WO onto the partition polytope P n PA . Proposition 1. dim(P n WO ) = n(n ? 1).
Proof. Suppose that P n WO is contained in a certain hyperplane de ned by the equation ha; xi = b. Choose i and j with a ij 6 = 0 and consider a weak order W such that the set fj 2 n : j i in Wg is exactly fi; jg. Then W 0 = W nf(i; j)g is a weak order. By hypothesis ha; x(W)i = b = ha; x(W 0 )i, so ha; x(W) ? x(W 0 )i = a ij = 0, a contradiction. 2
A useful consequence of Proposition 1 is that any facet of the weak order polytope P n WO is de ned by an inequality that is unique up to scaling (i.e., multiplication by a positive real number). Theorem 1. (lifting lemma) Every facet of P n WO induces a facet of P n+1 WO . More precisely, if ha; xi b is a facet-de ning inequality for P n WO , de ne a in R (n+1)n by a ij = a ij if i; j 2 n;i 6 = j 0 if (i = n + 1; j 2 n) or (i 2 n;j = n + 1): Then the inequality h a; xi b de nes a facet of P n+1 WO .
Proof. The lifted inequality is obviously valid for P n+1 WO . Now suppose that the face F it de nes is contained in a hyperplane H distinct from the hyperplane associated to the lifted inequality. Let h c; xi = d be an equation for H, and let y, z be two points in R n de ned by y i = c (i;n+1) and z j = c (n+1;j) . We will show that y = z = 0. This contradicts the fact that the original inequality de nes a facet of P n WO , so the lifted inequality is facet de ning for P n+1 WO .
Let W = (A 1 ; : : :; A t ) be a weak order on n whose characteristic vector w = x(W) is a vertex of the facet de ned by the original inequality ha; xi b, and let s 2 t. The For each k in n, we introduce an a ne map k from R n(n?1) to R n as follows k (x) i = x ik + x ki ? 1 if i 6 = k; 1 otherwise: The image of w by k is a 0/1-vector whose i-th coordinate is 1 i i k in W. Using one of these a ne maps for some k in A s , Eq. (6) can be rewritten h k (w); yi = h k (w); zi = 0. Now let w 1 , . . . , w m be m = n(n ? 1) a nely independent vertices of the facet de ned by the original inequality. We have h k (w l ); yi = h k (w l ); zi = 0 8k 2 n;8l 2 m:
As we show below, this system of equations has only the trivial solution y = z = 0.
Choose k such that there exist elements i, j distinct from k with a ij 6 = 0 (this is possible when n > 2, we leave it to the reader to work out the case of n = 2 separately). If H is the hyperplane spanned by w 1 , . . . , w m (whose equation is ha; xi = b), then k (H) is the hyperplane de ned by equation
x k = 1. This implies that we can nd n linearly independent points among k (w 1 ), . . . , k (w m ), so system (7) has only the trivial solution y = z = 0. 2
We end this section by a discussion of the relations between weak order polytopes and partition polytopes. It is well known that a projection from a polytope P onto a polytope Q (that is, a surjective a ne map from P to Q) induces an inclusion-preserving map from the face lattice of Q to the face lattice of P (see, e.g., Ziegler, 1995, p. 196) . If ha; yi b de nes a face F of the polytope Q, then ha; (x)i b is valid for P and de nes a face of the latter that is called the preimage of F. The preimage of F can be unambigously denoted by ?1 (F) because it is equal to the set of points x in P whose image (x) belongs to F. Thus, each face F of Q determines a unique face ?1 (F) of P. The correspondence F 7 ! ?1 (F) evidently de nes an inclusion-preserving map from the face lattice of P to the face lattice of Q.
When P is the weak order polytope P n WO , at least two projections with domain P come to mind: the restriction projection r : P n WO ! P n?1 WO , de ned when n 3 by 8i; j 2 n n fng with i 6 = j : r (x) ij = x ij and the induced partition projection ip : P n WO ! P n PA , de ned by Eq. (1) (see Section 1). These projections have simple interpretations: the restriction projection maps the characteristic vector of a weak order W on n to the characteristic vector of its restriction to n n fng, and the induced partition projection maps the characteristic vector of W to the characteristic vector of the partition it determines. Of course, restriction projections can also be de ned for the partition polytopes. The situation is summarized in the 13 following diagram (horizontal arrows correspond to restriction projections and vertical arrows to induced partition projections). : : : By remarks in the preceding paragraphs, we could draw the same diagram once again with all arrows reversed and all polytopes replaced by their face lattice in order to depict induction of faces.
In terms of projections, Theorem 1 states that the preimage of a facet of P n?1 WO by the restriction projection r is a facet of P n WO . This observation naturally leads to questions in two directions. Can Theorem 1 be extended to other projections, in particular, to the induced partition projection ? Can it be extended to faces of any dimension ? We o er partial answers together with reasons for the importance of the questions. Can Theorem 1 be extended to the induced partition projection ip ?
The preimage of a facet of the partition polytope P n PA by ip is not always a facet of the weak order polytope P n WO . But this happens in some cases, and in some other cases the preimage is a ridge (hence it is the intersection of exactly two facets). The great diversity of known facets of the partition polytopes and the suspected high dimensionality of preimages of these facets in the weak order polytope turn the induced partition projection ip into a great tool for the study of the weak order polytopes. We return to this in the next section. Can Theorem 1 be extended to faces of any dimension ? There seems to be no obvious way to extend Theorem 1 to faces of any dimension. One plausible extension could state that the codimension of the preimage of a face by r is equal to the codimension of the original face. Is the codimension of a face preserved by trivial lifting ? Unfortunately, this is not true: consider, for example, the faces de ned by x (1;2) + x (2;3) + x (3;1) 3 for n = 3 and 4. Results giving good lower bounds on the codimension of preimages of ridges (and other faces of small codimension) by the restriction projection r could be useful for computer-aided facet enumeration of small weak order polytopes.
3. Facet-de ning inequalities. The present section provides FDI's for weak order polytopes. We begin with the axiomatic inequalities, followed by the inequalities discovered by Gurgel and Wakabayashi (1996) . A complete linear description for n = 4 can be found near the end of the section. Due to length constraints, the authors decided to restrict this section to the minimum. Further facets of the weak order polytopes can be deduced from known facets of the partition polytopes and will described in a subsequent article.
The axiomatic inequalities were introduced in Section 1. They are respectively: the trivial inequalities (2), the completeness inequalities (3) and the transitivity inequalities (4). As shown in the Appendix, the axiomatic inequalities express necessary and su cient conditions for inclusion in P 3 WO .
Because none of them is a positive combination of the others, they de ne facets of P 3 WO . After several successive uses of Theorem 1 and one application of a relabeling symmetry (see Section 5), we conclude that axiomatic inequalities de ne facets of P n WO for all n 3.
In an unpublished article, Gurgel and Wakabayashi (1996) de ne a one-parameter class of FDI's, semi-k-fence inequalities, plus two exotic inequalities, the pentagon-and heptagon-inequalities. Their article presents the necessary proofs for all these inequalities, so we do not include proofs here.
Theorem 2. (Semi-k-fence inequalities, G-W 1996) For all k 2, the following inequality is facet de ning for P 2k WO :
j6 =k+i
x (i;j) k 2 ? 2k + 2:
By Theorem 1, the above inequality is facet de ning for each weak order polytope P n WO with n 2k. In the terminology of Gurgel and Wakabayashi, inequality (8) is a semi-k-fence inequality with inferior nodes f1; 2; : : :; kg, superior nodes fk + 1; k + 2; : : :; 2kg and pivot (k + 1; 1). The general class of semi-k-fence inequalities consists of all inequalities deduced by relabeling (see Section 5) from (8).
Note that any semi-k-fence inequality de nes facets of the linear ordering polytopes P n LO (n 2k) which coincide with facets de ned by the k-fence inequality (Gr otschel et al., 1985b) obtained by replacing each ?x ij by x ji ?1.
Thus semi-k-fence inequalities can be considered as generalizations of k-fence inequalities to the weak order polytopes. Pentagon-and heptagon-inequalities were rst discovered by Gurgel and Wakabayashi (1996) . However, they treat them separately and do not include them in a single formula similar to (9). In fact, as will be shown in a subsequent article, inequality (9) is also facet-de ning for odd integers k greater than 7. This shows in particular that FDI's for P n WO can have arbitrarily large coe cients. Our proof is at the same time more general and shorter than those of Gurgel and Wakabayashi. It turns out that pentagoninequalities, heptagon-inequalities and their generalizations can be deduced from 2-chorded odd cycle inequalities for partition polytopes (Gr otschel and Wakabayashi, 1990a,b).
Finally, we give a complete linear description of the weak order polytope for n = 4. The inequalities are represented diagrammatically (see Fig. 1) with isolated vertices omitted. Each picture de nes an inequality ha; xi b as follows. Coe cient a ij is equal to 0, 1 or ?1 respectively when there is no arc, a plain arc or a dotted arc from node i to node j in the diagram. The right member b can be found in the little square attached to the picture. The seven diagrams de ne seven inequalities. To obtain a complete linear description of P 4 WO , all inequalities deduced from the inequalities in Fig. 1 by relabeling or duality (see Section 5) must be added. The polytope has 75 vertices and 106 facets. The FDI's were found using the porta program, developed by Christof (1996) .
Note that the facet de ned by the third inequality in Fig. 1 is exactly the preimage of a facet of the partition polytope P 4 PA de ned by a 2-partition inequality with one class containing one element and the other three elements. Besides the 2-partition inequalities with classes of cardinality 1 or 2, all 2-partition inequalities yield facets of the weak order polytopes.
Figure 1 about here 4. Adjacency on weak order polytopes. In this section we give a combinatorial description of the adjacency relation on weak order polytopes, together with a simple and computationally e cient test that determines whether two vertices are adjacent. In a recent paper, Gurgel and Wakabayashi (1997) provide necessary and su cient conditions for adjacency of two vertices of P n WO in two particular cases. The results of this section cover all possible situations and extend a characterization due to Young (1978) of the adjacency relation on linear ordering polytopes. Before going deeper into details, we explain the main ideas behind our characterization by comparing it to Young's. Suppose that two linear orders L 1 and L 2 on n are given. We note that all weak orders and linear orders are considered as antire exive relations in the present section. Quite naturally, the incompatibility graph of the linear orders L 1 and L 2 is de ned as follows.
The vertex set of the incompatibility graph is n and two of its vertices x and y are adjacent if L 1 and L 2 rank x and y in reverse order (x y in one linear order and y x in the other). The incompatibility graph of L 1 and L 2 can always be transitively oriented because it admits at least two dual transitive orientations, L 1 \ L ?1 2 and L ?1 1 \ L 2 , and is uniquely transitively orientable (up to arc reversal) i the two vertices associated to L 1 and L 2 18 are adjacent in the linear ordering polytope P n LO . This result can be credited to Young. Arditti (1976) generalized it to determine adjacency of vertices corresponding to partial orders having the same comparability graph in the partial order polytope. Now suppose that two weak orders W 1 and W 2 on n are given. There are two kinds of incompatibilities for W 1 and W 2 . The rst kind occurs when two elements are strictly ranked in reverse order in W 1 and W 2 , and the second occurs when two elements are equivalent in one weak order but not in the other. For example, we could have x y in W 1 and y x in W 2 , or x y in W 1 and x y in W 2 . As before, we encode the incompatibilities of the two weak orders W 1 and W 2 in an incompatibility graph. This time the graph has two kinds of edges: blue edges and red edges. These observations leads us to introduce BR -graphs (B stands for blue, R for red, and the meaning of is explained later) and extended transitive orientations of such graphs.
As will be shown, the incompatibility BR -graph of the weak orders W 1 and W 2 admits (up to arc reversal) one extended transitive orientation i the two vertices associated to W 1 and W 2 are adjacent in the weak order polytope after W 1 and W 2 are reduced up to common equivalence.
We begin by translating the geometric problem of nding edges in the weak order polytope P n WO into a purely combinatorial problem. The following theorem and proposition make the translation possible. Theorem 4 follows easily from Matsui and Tamura (1995 Proposition 2. The weak order polytope P n WO is a nely equivalent to the convex hull of the 0/1 solutions of a linear equations system in R n(n?1)+( n 2 )+n(n?1)(n?2) .
Proof. Let p = n(n ? 1) + ? n 2 + n(n ? 1)(n ? 2). We de ne an a ne map from R n(n?1) to R p as follows. Each vector y of R p is identi ed with a triple (x; c; t) where x 2 R n(n?1) , c 2 R ( n 2 ) and t 2 R n(n?1)(n?2) . Using natural notations for coordinates, the projection is de ned by (x) = (x; c; t) with c fi;jg = x ij + x ji ? 1 and t ijk = x ij + x jk ? x ik :
By construction, is one-to-one so P n WO is a nely equivalent to its image whose vertex set is f(x; c; t) 2 f0; 1g p j 8i; j; k 2 n;i;j;k distinct : c fi;jg = x ij + x ji ? 1; t ijk = x ij + x jk ? x ik g:
We deduce from Theorem 4 and Proposition 2 that two distinct vertices w 1 and w 2 of P n WO are not adjacent in P n WO i there exist two vertices z 1 and z 2 distinct from w 1 and w 2 having the same midpoint (i.e., w 1 +w 2 = z 1 +z 2 ). This necessary and su cient criterion for non-adjacency of two vertices of the weak order polytope P n WO is restated in a pure combinatorial way in the next corollary. The members of S(W 1 ; W 2 ) are exactly the weak orders associated to vertices of the minimal face containing w 1 = x(W 1 ) and w 2 = x(W 2 ). Corollary 1 can be restated as follows: w 1 and w 2 are adjacent i S(W 1 ; W 2 ) is reduced to fW 1 ; W 2 g. Therefore, the diameter of all weak order polytopes is trivially equal to 2 because the vertex encoding the trivial partition is adjacent to every other vertex.
When studying adjacency in the weak order polytope, we can restrict ourselves to weak orders W 1 and W 2 on n which are reduced up to common equivalence: if = (W 1 \ W ?1 1 ) \ (W 2 \ W ?1 2 ) 6 = ? ( is the common equivalence relation), then W 7 ! W= de nes a bijection between S(W 1 ; W 2 ) and S(W 1 = ; W 2 = ). Consequently, we assume from now on that when two weak orders W 1 and W 2 are given, they are reduced up to common equivalence.
A BR -graph is a quadruple G = (V; B; R; ), where V is a set (the vertex set of G, assumed to be nite), B and R are two disjoint, antire exive and symmetric relations on V (B is the set of blue edges, R the set of red edges and E = B R is the set of edges of G), and : T ! V is a map from the set T of red triangles of G de ned by T = ffx; y; zg j x R y R z R xg to the vertex set of G. If G is a BR -graph, then G B = (V; B), G R = (V; R), and G B;R = (V; B R) are three standard graphs deduced from G.
Let W 1 and W 2 be two weak orders on n reduced up to common equivalence. The incompatibility graph of the weak orders W 1 and W 2 is the BRgraph G(W 1 ; W 2 ) = (V; B; R; ) with V = n; B = (W 1 4W 2 ) \ (W 1 4W 2 ) ?1 = f(x; y) j x y in W 1 and y x in W 2 g f(x; y) j y x in W 1 and x y in W 2 g; R = (W 1 4W 2 ) 4(W 1 4W 2 ) ?1 = f(x; y) j x y in W 1 and x 6 y in W 2 g f(x; y) j x 6 y in W 1 and x y in W 2 g and with de ned as follows. If fx; y; zg is a red triangle of G(W 1 ; W 2 ), then x y z in one weak order and no two of them are equivalent in the other weak order (by assumption, W 1 and W 2 are reduced up to common equivalence). Thus W 1 \W 2 determines a linear order on fx; y; zg. We de ne 22 (fx; y; zg) to be the intermediate element of this linear order: for example, if x y z in W 1 \ W 2 then (fx; y; zg) = y.
Set R \ = R \ (W 1 \ W 2 ) and R 4 = R \ (W 1 4 W 2 ). When x and y are two distinct elements of n, their relationship in W 1 and in W 2 can be either x y, x y or x y. Since W 1 and W 2 are independent from each other, nine di erent cases arise, minus one because we cannot have x y simultaneously in W 1 and W 2 . The eight possible cases are summarized in Fig. 2 , which gives the relations to which (x; y) and (y; x) belong, respectively above the diagonal and below the diagonal. (Letter A means that (x; y) or (y; x) belongs to the antisymmetric part of W 1 W 2 ).
Fig. 2 about here
The relation W 1 W 2 is now neatly decomposed into four disjoint pieces: the antisymmetric part of W 1 W 2 , the set R \ of red arcs contained in W 1 \ W 2 , the set R 4 of red arcs contained in W 1 4 W 2 and the set B of blue arcs. The relations R \ and R 4 are antisymmetric and dual from each other, while B is symmetric. Moreover, W 1 \ W 2 is the union of the antisymmetric part of W 1 W 2 and R \ , W 1 4 W 2 is the union of B and R 4 , and, for the symmetric part of W 1 W 2 , E = B R = (W 1 W 2 ) \ (W 1 W 2 ) ?1 .
Before introducing extended transitive orientations of BR -graphs, we de ne the self-forcing relation s on E = B R as follows:
x = z; y R t and not (y R x R t and (fy; x; tg) = x) or y = t; x R z and not (x R y R z and (fx; y; zg) = y):
An extended transitive orientation of the BR -graph G = (V; B; R; ) is a transitive orientation P of G B;R (i.e., a transitive and antisymmetric relation 23 such that P P ?1 = B R) which satis es x P y and (x; y) s (z; t) =) z P t:
Note that if P is an extended transitive orientation of a BR -graph G, then P ?1 is also an extended transitive orientation of G.
The idea of extended transitive orientation of a BR -graph naturally generalizes the idea of transitive orientation of a graph: when there is no red edge in G, the`extended' de nitions are equivalent to the`classic' ones.
Self-forcing is the new ingredient. Theorem 5 (below) links the set S(W 1 ; W 2 ) (whose members correspond to the vertices of the minimal face containing x(W 1 ) and x(W 2 )) to the set of all extended transitive orientations of the incompatibility graph G(W 1 ; W 2 ) of the weak orders W 1 and W 2 : these sets have the same number of elements and can be easily obtained from each other.
Theorem 5. If W 1 and W 2 are two weak orders on n reduced up to common equivalence, then the map ' : W 7 ! W \ (W ) ?1 de nes a bijection between S = S(W 1 ; W 2 ) and the set O of all extended transitive orientations of G = G(W 1 ; W 2 ) (the incompatibility graph of the weak orders W 1 and W 2 ).
Proof. We will show that (i) for each W in S, the relation '(W) is an extended transitive orientation of G (so '(S) O); (ii) the map ' : S ! O has an inverse .
(i) Let W 2 S and P = '(W). Then In conclusion, P is a transitive orientation of G B;R . Let (i; j) and (k; l) be two arcs in E = B R with i P j and (i; j) s (k; l). Suppose that not (k P l). Finally, we state a simple and e cient characterization of uniquely extended transitively orientable BR -graphs. Since the proof is adapted in a quite straightforward manner from the classic theory of comparability graphs, it is not included here. Instead we give all the de nitions needed in this long (but not di cult) adaptation process from the`classic' to the`extended' theory. For a good treatment of comparability graphs, see, e.g., Gallai (1967) , Kelly (1985 Kelly ( ) or M ohring (1985 . x = z and (y; t) = 2 E or y = t and (x; z) = 2 E or x = z and y = t: By taking the transitive closure of this re exive and symmetric relation we de ne a last relation on E (it is an equivalence relation), the extended forcing relation ? = t . Its equivalence classes are the extended forcing classes of G. An extended color of G is a symmetrized extended forcing class of G, i.e., a symmetric relation of the form F F ?1 , where F is an extended forcing class of G.
A subset A of the vertex set of G is an extended autonomous set if A is a singleton or if the following condition is satis ed: 8x; y 2 A; 8z 2 V n A : either(x; z) 2 B and (y; z) 2 B or (x; z) = 2 E and (y; z) = 2 E:
Proposition 3. Let G be an extended transitively orientable BR -graph.
Then G is uniquely extended transitively orientable i it has only one extended color.
5. Symmetries of weak order polytopes. This section establishes the group of combinatorial automorphisms of P n WO for each n 3. (In this section, we always assume that n 3.) A combinatorial automorphism of a polytope P is a permutation of the vertex set of P such that, identifying any face of P with its vertex set, (F) = f (v) : v 2 Fg is a face of P for all faces F of P. The set of all automorphisms of P, equipped with composition product, is a group denoted by Aut (P).
Combinatorial automorphisms (in short: automorphisms) are symmetries of the most general kind. They broaden our understanding of certain polytopes and are e ciently exploited in state-of-the-art facet enumeration algorithms (Christof & Reinelt, 1997a) . Sometimes, a systematic analysis of the automorphism group of a polytope can reveal automorphisms not easily found at rst sight. It is always interesting to determine, when possible, the automorphism group of a polytope.
The automorphism groups of linear ordering polytopes were determined and explicated by Fiorini (1999) using automorphisms rst discovered by Bolotashvili et al. (1996) . In a sense explained by Theorem 6, the automorphism group of the weak order polytope P n WO is strictly contained in the automorphism group of the linear ordering polytope P n LO . All obvious automorphisms of P n LO survive in Aut (P n WO ), but the`new' automorphisms of Bolotashvili et al. (1996) do not. Weak order polytopes admit no nonobvious automorphism.
Obvious automorphisms for weak order polytopes include`duality' and relabeling' automorphisms. Given any permutation of the set n, we de ne a linear operator R on R n(n?1) by
This linear operator maps the vertex set of the weak order polytope P n WO to itself, hence it induces a relabeling automorphism of P n WO . The same observation applies to the linear operator D de ned by D(x) ij = x ji ; which induces the duality automorphism.
28
Thanks to the special status of the linear ordering polytope P n LO in the face lattice of the weak order polytope P n WO and to our knowledge of Aut (P n LO ), we will show that, for each n 3, the automorphism group of P n WO is spanned by relabeling and duality automorphisms. Therefore, the group Aut (P n WO ) is isomorphic to Z 2 Sym(n).
Lemma 1. For n 3, every automorphism of P n WO stabilizes P n LO .
Proof. Let be an automorphism of P n WO and l be a vertex of P n LO . We have to show that (l) is again a vertex of P n LO . The minimal face containing l and its image D(l) by the duality automorphism D is P n LO . The image of this face under is a face of P n WO which has exactly n! vertices and is the minimal face containing the images of l and D(l) under . Theorem 5 tells us that the vertices of the face (P n LO ) are in bijection with extended transitive orientations of the incompatibility BR -graph of the weak orders represented in R n(n?1) by (l) and (D(l)), reduced up to common equivalence. Because, when n 3, the only BR -graph on at most n vertices having exactly n! extended transitive orientations is a complete blue graph on n vertices, (l) is the characteristic vector of a linear order and (D(l)) = D( (l)). 2 Lemma 2. Let T be a trivial facet of P n LO . As a face of P n WO , T is contained in exactly ? n 2 + 1 facets of P n WO which are: the ? n 2 completeness facets plus a unique trivial facet.
Proof. Because T is a trivial facet of P n LO , there exist distinct elements u, v in n such that the vertices of T exactly correspond to linear orders L with u v in L. Clearly, T is contained in at least ? n 2 + 1 distinct facets of P n WO 29 which are the facets de ned by the inequalities x ij + x ji 1 (completeness facets) for all i; j 2 n with i < j, plus the trivial facet of P n WO de ned by the inequality x uv 1 (whose vertices correspond to weak orders W such that u -v in W). Now suppose that F is a facet of P n WO containing T and let ha; xi b be any inequality de ning F. We claim that a ij = a ji 0, for all i; j 2 n with i < j and ij = 2 fuv; vug, and that a vu a uv , a vu 0. De ne S as the set of all pairs ij with i; j in n, i < j and ij = 2 fuv; vug. Now consider the positive combination of the valid inequalities x ij +x ji 1 (ij in S), x uv +x vu 1 and ?x uv ?1, with coe cients respectively equal to a ij (ij 2 S), a vu and a vu ? a uv . By construction, this combination is equal to the inequality ha; xi P ij2S a ij + a uv . It de nes a face of P n WO which contains the face T and is parallel to the facet F. Consequently, this face is equal to F and we have X ij2S a ij + a uv = b:
Because F is a facet, it cannot be de ned by an inequality that is a positive combination of two or more valid inequalities, so the coe cients a ij (ij 2 S), a vu and (a vu ? a uv ) are all equal to zero, but one. In conclusion, F is a completeness facet or the trivial facet de ned by the inequality x uv 1. 2 Theorem 6. For n 3, the automorphism group of P n WO is spanned by duality and relabeling automorphisms and is isomorphic to Z 2 Sym (n).
Proof. Consider the map from Aut (P n WO ) to Aut (P n LO ) de ned by ( ) = j Vert(P n LO ) ( ( ) is the restriction of to the vertex set of P n LO ).
Lemma 1 ensures that is well de ned. It is a group homomorphism. Let be an automorphism of P n WO whose restriction to Vert(P n LO ) is the identity permutation. Clearly, xes all faces of P n WO that are trivial facets of P n LO . By Lemma 2, if T is a trivial facet of P n LO then must permute among themselves the ? n 2 +1 facets of P n WO containing T. But in P n WO , completeness facets contain strictly more vertices than trivial facets, hence cannot map a trivial facet on a completeness facet. So also xes the unique trivial facet of P n WO containing T. Because this is true for any choice of T, xes all trivial facets of P n WO . Consequently, all vertices of P n WO are xed by . In conclusion, is one-to-one.
As a face of P n WO , any 3-cycle facet of P n LO is contained in at least ? n 2 +3 facets of P n WO (all completeness facets, plus three transitivity facets). By 31 Lemma 2, an automorphism of P n WO cannot map a trivial facet on a transitivity facet. Exploiting this property, the fact that is a one-to-one group homomorphism and the structure of the automorphism group of the linear ordering polytope P n LO , we conclude that the automorphism group of P n WO is spanned by the duality and relabeling automorphisms and is isomorphic to Z 2 Sym(n). 
